
BISA OneSource 
Guidelines for Contributing Writers 

Welcome to BISA OneSource, a weekly, online information service that reaches thousands of professionals that have 
senior executive, functional or sales management responsibilities in the bank channel for wealth management, 
retirement income planning and insurance and investment brokerage businesses across the financial services industry.  
As part of our editorial mission of exploring strategic and managerial issues and industry trends, we are seeking high 
quality articles from contributing writers. Here are some guidelines and procedures for working with us: 

Content –We accept article submissions on topics of current interest or strategic importance (e.g., hot issues, industry trends, research, new 
opportunities, or business challenges) with the goal of providing actionable insights, research and/or analysis for senior-level executives. We 
encourage authors to take a strong stance on issues, but require that arguments be well substantiated. We value high levels of objectivity and 
expertise that cause readers to think differently or look at issues from a different perspective.  It is not consistent with our editorial mission to 
accept articles that are blatantly self-promotional or that directly promote specific products, services or engagements. While we value material that 
will be exclusive to our publication, we very are open to repurposing articles or content that have appeared elsewhere as long as it is presented in a 
context that fits this target market audience. It is acceptable to utilize or quote research that has previously been published as long as the article is 
tailored specifically to our publication, contextualized for the BISA target audience, and is clearly distinguishable from the previous work that may 
have been used for another purpose previously.   We expect all contributing authors to provide appropriate attribution for any third party work that 
is directly quoted or referenced. 

Submissions – For original works, we suggest that prospective contributors first send a brief abstract or synopsis with the main thrust of the 
proposed story and summarize the supporting analysis, information and research. We look for four key elements in any BISA OneSource article: 1) 
Clear statement of the issue, opportunity, or challenge, 2) Substantiated discussion of what is at stake, i.e., “why should I care about this?” 3) 
Presentation of a clear stance on what should be done to take advantage of the opportunity or to deal with the challenge and 4) Discussion of the 
strategic, managerial and financial implications of the actions the author advocates or the changes that he foresees.  

Length – A general guideline is that anything between 500-800 words is ideal. We encourage authors to remember that online readers value 
succinctness. Always get to the point quickly and avoid excessive verbiage. 

Editing – A draft may be returned to the author at least once for clarification or corrections. Our Editorial Coordinator will notify the author when 
the article is scheduled for publication.  (BISA reserves the right, however, to decline publication).  We expect contributors to identify any material 
that has a specific life or expiration date so that we do not schedule anything that has become obsolete due to new developments in the 
marketplace. 

Compensation – Contributing writers are not compensated financially, although they receive wide exposure for their work while it is a featured 
article in the BISA OneSource and then through placement in our content library at the BISA website.   Since we are in the role of being the 
publisher, for the protection of all parties, BISA will hold the copyright for all published articles in the form that they appear in BISA OneSource.   We 
fully recognize that authors may hold the copyright to the original content or research upon which the BISA article is based.    We will be happy to 
allow the contributor’s firm to link to the article from their own website.    We will provide full attribution of the author and an email address for 
readers who wish to contact the author directly. 

Contacts –  
James McNeil 
Executive Director 
BISA 
202-367-1256 
jmcneil@bisanet.org 

Alex Lovely, BISA OneSource Editorial Coordinator 
202-367-1111   
ALovely@bisanet.org  

Content proposals and abstracts may be sent directly to onesource@bisanet.org. 

Thank you for your interest in BISA OneSource.
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